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Words that begin with phobia

This is a list that has been putting out on my hard drive for several years, identifying 136 phobias, irrational or pathological fears of various things. The reason I resisted was that someone did a much more thorough job than I could ever do, over on the Phobia List, where about 530 phobias are listed. However, so many people over the
years have asked for a list of Phrontistery phobias that I have finally capitulated. Although the Phobia list includes phobias used in medical documents or other printed sources, but not in basic reference dictionaries, I highly recommend it to those interested in phobias. NOTE: I am not an expert on phobias or mental illness. My interest in
phobias is strictly limited to words. The word Definition of acarophobia is the fear of itching or insects, itchy acrophobia fear of heights aerophobia fear fly or checkers agoraphobia fear open spaces agyiophobia fear crossing busy streets aichmophobia fear of acute or pointed objects ailurophobia fear cats algophobia fear pain amatophobia
fear dust amaxophobia fear dust amaxophobia fear of riding in a car ambulophobia fear walking Anglophobia fear england or English anthropomania fear people anthuptaphobia fear of being left alone fear of water aquaphobia water arachibutyrophobia fear of peanut butter sticking to the roof mouth of arachnhophobia fear spiders
astraphobia fear of being struck by lightning astrapophobia fear of thunder and lightning automysophobia fear of being dirty autophobia fear of loneliness ballistophobia fear rockets bathophobia fear of falling from the high place of batophobia fear of heights or being next to high buildings batrachophobia fear of frogs and toads
whitenophobia fear pins and needles bibliophobia fear book blennophobia fear of mucus brontophobia fear of thunder and lightning cancerophobia fear of cancer cathisophobia fear sitting cenophobia fear of empty spaces chromatophobia fear of money cibophobia fear or aversion to food claustrophobia fear of closed spaces of
menopause fear of falling stairs clino phobia Fear of being in bed cremnophobia fear rocks and precipices cyberphobia fear computers cynophobia fear dogs dromophobia fear crossing the streets dysmorphophobia fear physical strain ecophobia fear home eleutherophobia fear freedom eosophobia fear of dawn ergasiophobia fear of work
ergophobia fear of work eroto fear of work eroto fear fear of work eroto fear fear sex erytrophobia fear of red lights or blushing euphobia fear good news Francophobia fear of France or French gallophobia fear of France or French gamophobia fear of marriage geniophobia fear chins genophobia fear sex gerascophobia fear of aging
graphophobia fear of writing gymnophobia fear of nudity heliophobia fear of sunlight herpetophobia fear snakes hierophobia fear of sacred things homichlophobia fear fog homophobia fear homosexuals fear страх воды гипсофобия страх высоких мест iatrophobia страх идти к врачу иконофобия страх или ненависть к изображениям
kainotophobia страх изменения kakorrhaphiophobia страх неудачи кенофобия страх пустых пространств ligyrophobia страх громких шумов линоно фобия страх строки лигофобия страх темноты lyssophobia страх гидрофобии макрофобия страх длительного ожидания метрофобии страх поэзии монофобия страх
одиночества muriphobia страх мышей миофобия страх мышей мисофобия страх загрязнения или грязи туманности страх тумана некрофобия страх трупов негрофобия страх чернокожих неофобия страх новизны нозофобия страх болезни novercaphobia страх своей stepmothers nyctophobia fear of the night or darkness
ochlorophobia fear of the crowd oenophobia fear or blame ombrophobia fear of rain onomatophobia fear to hear a certain word ophidiophobia fear snakes ophthalmology fear of being looked at the opophobia of the fear of opening the eyes ornithophobia fear of birds paedophobia fear of children; fear of panophobia melancholy doll marked
by unfounded fears of pantophobia fear of all parthophobia fear of virginophobia fear disease pediculophobia fear lice penteraphobia fear or hatred of his mother-in-law phagophobia fear is fengophobia fear of daylight phonophobia fear of noise or talk aloud photophobia fear of light pogonophobia fear of beard psychophobia fear cold
pteronophobia fear of being tickled feathers pyrophobia fear of fire Russophobia fear of Russia or Russian satanophobia fear devil sciaphobia fear of shadow scopophobia fear of being looked at scoptophobia fear of being looked at scotophobia fear dark sitiophobia fear food sitophobia fear of eating or eating spectrophobia fear to look in
the mirror symmetrophobia fear syphilophobia fear syphilophobia fear taphephobia fear to be buried alive technophobia fear technology thalassophobia fear of the sea, than the fear of death theophobia fear of God tocophobia fear of pregnancy or childbirth tonitrophobia fear the fear of thunder topophobia fear of the fear of the execution;
fear of some places toxicophobia fear of poisoning toxicophobia fear of poisoning or poisoning triskaidekaphobia fear thirteen urotophobia fear of heaven xenophobic fear aliens zelophobia fear of jealousy of animal fear fear animals I hope you found this site to be useful. If you have any corrections, add-ons or comments, please contact
me. Please note that I am unable to respond to all requests. Please consult your main dictionary before emailing the request. All materials on this page © 1996-2014 by Stephen Crisomalis. Links to this page can be made without permission. At the top of the Page Return to Definition Phrontistery from Wiktionary, Free Dictionary Go to
Navigation Go to Search Found 533 Words Phobia. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, words with friends to trick the dictionary, and WordHub word decider to find words that contain phobias. Or use our unscramble solution to find your best game! Related: Words that start with phobias, words that end with a phobia of Scrabble words with
friends WordHub Crossword Found 3 words that start with a phobia. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, words with friends to trick the dictionary, and WordHub word decider to find words ranging from phobia. Or use our unscramble solution to find your best game! Related: Words that end with a phobia, words containing phobias of
Scrabble words with friends WordHub Crossword Scrabble Word FinderSign for our free Scrabble word newsletter. We will not send you spam or share your email address with anyone. We promise. Scrabble Word FinderA is a list of words that start with Phobia (words with the prefix Phobia). We're looking for a great scrabble dictionary
for scrabble words, starting with a phobia - we take the letter or word you type and generate all the words, starting with Phobia. In addition, there is a list of words that end in phobia, words that contain phobia, and synonyms for phobia. Search for words that start with a letter or word:7 Letter words that start with a phobia6 Letter words that
start with a phobia of Sign for our free Scrabble word newsletter. We will not send you spam or share your email address with anyone. We promise. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 5 5
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